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DECISION *

July 11, 1979

(ALAB-554)

In ALAB-463 l/ we affirmed, on all but one of the issues

The third member of this Board, Jerome E. Sharfman, re-*

signed from the Appeal Panel effective June 9, 1979. He
did not participate in the ultimate consideration or
disposition of this matter.
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there considered, S/ a Licensing Board decision authorizing the

issuance of constraction permits for the four units of the

Hartsville Nuclear Plant. S! That issue, raised by the inter-

venors William N. Young, et al., involved the location at which

the discharge diffuser (which will be employed in the removal

of cooling and service waste water from the plant to the

Cumberland River) should be c nstructed. In its decision, the

Licensing Board had found that the diffuser could acceptably be

placed at a specific proposed location upstream from a_ bed of

an endangered specie of mussels, Lampsilis orbiculata, --

"provided [that location were] approved by the Department of

the Interior." A! We reversed that disposition of the matter,

holding that such NRC acceptance of an upstream location con-

ditioned on later Interior Department approval was forbidden

_2/ ALAB-463 did not consider the generic radon issue which
the Commission later called upon us to address in this
and a number of other proceedings. See ALAB-480, 7 NRC
796 (1978). That issue remains open.

_3/ LBP-77-28, 5 NRC 1081 (1977). -

4/ Id. at 1108. The Licensing Board had also approved an
alternative diffuser location downstream from the mussel
bed. We reserved decision as to the correctness of that
approval pending the submission of further evidence and
briefs. See ALAB-463, 7 NRC at 365-66, 371. Subse-

,

quently, on motion of the applicant (which would prefer
to use the upstream location), we deferred further con-
sideration of the downstream location. Unpublished
order dated March 29, 1978. That matter is not now be-
before us.
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by Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act. 5! We went on to

indicate, however, that if upon consultation it obtained the

views of the Department of the Interior, the applicant might

then petition the Licensing Board for approval of the upstream

location. 5!

-

_5/ ALAB-463, 7 NRC at 364. As amended on November 10, 1978
by Public Law 95-632, 92 Stat. 3752, Section 7 (a) of the
Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. 1536(a), provides:

The Secretary shall review other programs
administered by him and utilize such pro-
grams in furtherance of the purposes of
this Act. All other Federal agencies
shall, in consultation with and with the
assistance of the Secretary, utilize their
authorities in furtherance of the purposes
of this Act by carrying out programs for
the conservation of endangered species and
threatened species listed pursuant to
section 4 of this Act. Each Federal agency
shall, in consultation with and with the
assistance of the Secretary, insure that
any action authorized, funded, or carried
out by such agency (hereinafter in this
section referred to as an " agency action")
does not jeopardize the continued existence
of any endangered species or threatened
species or result in the destruction or
adverse modification of habitat of such
species which is determined by the Secre-
tary, after consultation as appropriate
with the affected States, to be critical,
***

,

The 1978 amendment worked no changes relevant to this
proceeding.

_6/ 7 NRC at 371. See p. 8 infra.,
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As it turned out, two days before ALAB-463 was handed

down, and unbeknownst to us, the Fish and Wildlife Service of

Interior had issued a Biological Opinion addressed to "the

effects of the proposed location alternatives for the discharge

diffuser system * * * upon the biological needs" of the mussels

and their " essential habitat". 2/ As to the upstream location,

it expressed the view that:

[T]he proposed construction and operation of
the diffuser, if placed in the area between
Dixon Island and the upstream edge of the
mussel bed, are not likely to jeopardize
the continued existence of the endangered
pink mucket pearly mussel. All construction
activities pertaining to diffuser dredging
should be scheduled to avoid the August-
September breeding season.

Armed with Interior's conclusion, the applicant promptly

moved the Licensing Board, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.749, for a

" summary decision" approving construction of the discharge

diffuser at the proposed upstream location. The motion was

founded on the thesis that any issues of fact which r.ay have

existed concerning the matter had already been the subject of

_7/ The Biological opinion letter was issued by the Depart-
ment of the Interior on March 15, 1978, but not received
by the applicant until after March 17, 1978, the date
upon which ALAB-463 issued.
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an evidentiary hearing; there remained no genuine issues of

material fact; and the applicant was entitled to a favorable

decision as a matter of law. Over the objection of the inter-

venors, the Licensing Board, finding "the filings in this
.

proceeding, the depositions, answers to interrogatories,

together with the statements of the parties and the affidavits,

show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact",

granted the motion. b! The Board did, however, direct the

NRC staff (1) to incorporate in the Hartsville construction

permits the substance of a plan, agreed to by the parties,

for monitoring the impact of construction on the mussels; and

(2) to verify that "any accumulation of sediment on the mussel

bed is acceptably small." S/

On their appeal to us, the intervenors mount a two-

pronged attack upon this resolution of the matter. First,

bb! that thethey dispute the Licensing Board's statement

record did not establish the precise level of sedimentation

which might occasion harm to the mussels. In support of this

challenge, the intervenors refer us (Br. p. 5) to the appli-

cant's May 11, 1978 response to interrogatories served upon

_8/ LBP-78-35, 8 NRC 513, 523 (1978).

--9/ Ibid. The text of the agreed-upon monitoring plan was
attached to the Licensing Board's decision. 8 NRC at
523-26. It includes, inter alia, an undertaking (con-
sistent with Interior's recommendation) to avoid "if
possible" dredging activities during the mussel breeding
sea n . Id. at 526.

2008 30310/ Id. at 516.
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it by them.11/ In its answer to interrogatory 1(d) , the appli--

cant had cited an article, published in 1936,12/ which (so they

informed intervenors) had indicated that "most of the common

fresh-water mussels were unable to maintain themselves in either

sand or gravel bottoms where a layer of silt from one-fourth of

an inch to one inch deep was allowed to accumulate on the

surface of these otherwise satisfactory bottom habitats". The

applicant had gone on to state, however, that the dredging

activities in the course of construction of the diffuser [3/
"will not result in deposition of sediment on the * * * mussel

bed to a thickness even approaching 1/4 inch".

In these circumstances, the intervenors maintain (Br. p. 6),

the agreed-upon monitoring program should incorporate a "l/4-

inch aggregate deposition standard" -- by which tney appear to

have in mind that dredging would have to be halted (or some

other remedial action taken) were the monitoring to disclose

that a 1/4 inch sedimentation level had been reached. Accord-

ing to intervenors (Br. p. 7) , were,their suggestion to be

--11/ Copies of this response were sent to the Licensing Board
at the time it was furnished to the intervenors. As
heretofore seen, it was relied upon by the Board in grant-
ing surmary disposition.

12/ M. M. Ellis, Erosion Silt as a Factor in Aquatic En-
vironments, Ecology 17 (1) : 29-42.

13/ As noted in ALAB-463, the sedimentation concern is tied
exclusively to those dredging activities. 7 NRC at 363.
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adopted by us, they would no longer object to the proposed

upstream diffuser location because of the possible impact of

construction work upon the mussels.

Turning then to the potential effect of diffuser opera-

tion upon the mussels, the intervenors argue (Br. pp. 9-10)

that, instead of " examining the evidence to determine if

there is a genuine issue of material fact", the Licensing

Board " examined the conflicting evidence in the record and

determined the preponderance is against intervenors' position".

They further insist (ibid.) that " [nlothing is known about

the tolerances of this particular organism for various

environmental variables such as temperature, oxygen concen-

tration, ph, turbidity, sensitivity to pollutants, etc."

For this reason we are urged (Br. p. 13) to " impose plant

operating phase standards for a monitoring plan, as a condi-

tion to approving the upstream discharge diffuser location";

otherwise, "this case should be remanded for an evidentiary

hearing."

The applicant and the NRC staff oppose both of inter-

venors' claims. For its part, the applicant insists (Br.

p. 4) that the 1/4 inch sediment standard proposed by the

intervenors for inclusion in the construction monitoring

program is not supported by the record and was not raised

below. As to the intervenors' second claim, the applicant

2008 305
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urges (Br. pp. 7-11) that (1) the question of the effect on

the mussels of diffuser operation was settled in ALAB-463;

(2) in any event,no genuine issue of material fact has been

identified by the intervenors; and (3) establishing standards

for monitoring the effect of plant operation is premature at

this time. The staff advances essentially the same line of

argument.

A. Prior to the issuance of the Licensing Board's 1977

initial decision (LBP-77-28) authorizing the issuance of con-

struction permits for the Hartsville Plant, the diffuser

location question had been fully heard by the Licensing Board

with participation by all of the parties. Consequently, upon

the issuance of Interior's Biological Opinion, the matter

became ripe for decision on the hearing record in accordance

with what was said by us on our review of LBP-77-28. We

stated in ALAB-463:

If the applicant consults with the Depart-
ment of the Interior with respect to the
upstream location and receives the Depart-
ment's views with respect to it, applicant
may then, if it so desires, petition the
Licensing Board for approval of that loca-
tion. If such a petition is filed, the
Licensing Board shall treat it in accord-
ance with the principles enunciated in this
opinion but shall take into account any
future decisions of the Federal courts
under the Endangered Species Act.

7 NRC at 371.bd!

--14/ In a footnote, we referred to Hill v. TVA, 549 F.2d 1064
(6th Cir. 1977), the " snail darter" case which was then
under cpreme Court review. The case has since been de-
cided by that Court. 437 U.S. 153 (1978).
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Rather than requesting a decision on the basis of the

hearing record (Interior having spoken), as previously noted

the applicant elected instead to proceed by motion for a

" summary decision" under Section 2.749 of the Commission's

Rules of Practice. We fail to understand why this course was

chosen. Manifestly, in the then posture of the case, the

motion was not the proper vehicle for obtaining a decision

on the merits. On its face, Section 2.749 provides a remedy

only with regard to matters which have not already been the

subject of an evidentiary hearing in the proceeding at bar

but are susceptible of final resolution on the papers submitted

by the parties in advance of any such hearing.bb/ Beyond that,

in this instance the motion for summary decision shifted focus

away from the evidentiary record to the various pleadings

and other documents filed outside of the hearing conducted

to consider alternative diffuser locations. By doing so, it

raised a question foreign to all that needed to be decided, i.e.,

whether the totality of the evidence adduced at the hearing

b$! the conclusion that Commission authorization ofwarranted

construction of the discharge diffuser at the upstream

15/ The Section bears the caption " authority of presiding
officer to dispose of certain issues on the pleadings".
The introductory sentence to subsection (a) provides
that "[a]ny party to a proceeding may, at least forty-
five (45) days before the time fixed for the hearing,
move * * * for a decision * * *."

If/ When re-examined in light of Interior's Biological
Opinion.
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location might jeopardize the existence of the mussels.11/
\

B. The foregoing considerations do not, however, pre-
t

clude us from now taking a fresh look at the evidence in the

' record and rendering our own decision based on that record.18/
,

Insofar as the effects of diffuser operation are concerned,

we adhere to the view (which had been at least tentatively ex-

pressed in ALAB-463)bb! that at the upstream location those ef-

fects likely will be insignificant and, therefore, "not jeopard-

ize the continued existence" of the mussels within the meaning

of Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act. As we have seen,

Interior independently reached the same conclusion in its

Biological Opinion (see p. 4, supra).

--17/ On a motion for summary disposition (or decision) , the
single question is whether the filings and other papers
in the proceeding "show that there is no genuine issue
as to any material fact and that the moving party is
. entitled to a decision as a matter of law". Section

' 2.749(d). The same is true under Rule 56 of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure. A court cannot try issues.cf
fact on a Rule 56 motion but only is empowered to deter-
mine whether there are issues to be tried. Wright and
Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure (1973), vol. 10,
p. 377 and cases cited. Section ?. 749 is patterned
after Rule 56. 37 Fed. Reg. 15127 (July 28, 1972).

18/- Although an appellate tribunal, we possess the authority
--

to make factual findings of our own on the basis of
record evidence. See, e.g., Public Service Co. of New
Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-356,
4 NRC 525 (1976).

19/ See 7 NRC at 259-60.
-
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It does not perforce follow, of course, that there will
be no need to moniter the impact of diffuser operation on the

mussels; to the contrary, we may assume for present purposes

that such a step will be required in order to carry out fully
the mandate of the Endangered Species Act. Notwithstanding

the intervenors' seeming different belief, however, we think

that it is manifestly too early to develop the details of a

monitoring program.

The commencement of plant operation remains years in the

offing. It is reasonable to expect that, in the interim,

significant additional information will be acquired respect-
ing the characteristics of the mussel population. Moreover,

changes in conditions affecting the mussels may well occur

between now and then. Deferral of the adoption of a plant

operation monitoring program until the time the facility is
being considered for an operating licetise would allow resort
to the most current information relating to the mussels and

those environmental factors which might affect their continued

existence. In this connection, there is nothing in the moni-

toring standards which intervenors propose for adoption at
this time which could not be adopted later if then thought

warranted. And, needless to say, the absence of operating
level monitoring standards during the construction period

could have no effect on the mussels -- adverse or otherwise.

2008 409
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It need be added only that, in declining to accept inter-

venors' monitoring standards for application during operation

of the plant, the Licensing Board did not disregard the need

to insure the protection of the mussels once the plant began

operations. To the contrary, the Licensing Board ordered the

"NRC staff to consider the protection of the endangered mussel

species, Lampsilis orbiculata, in developing the environmental

technical specifications for the plant at the operating license

stage". SI That directive, which we explicitly ratify, suffices

for the present.

C. What remains to be examined is the possible impact

upon the mussels of dredging activities in the course of con-

struction of the diffuser. With Interior's Biological Opinion

in hand, that matter likewise is now susceptible of decision.

Nonetheless, it appears appropriate first to determine

whether the applicant and the staff have any substantive

objection to the "l/4 inch aggregate deposition standard"

which the intervenors press upon us. See p. 6 supra. We,

appreciate that, as both of those parties stress, the inter-

venors should have raised the matter when the construction

monitoring program was developed and then accepted during the

proceedings below. Additionally, there may be room for the

2008 J10'
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applicant's insistence (Br. p. 6) that the Ellis statement

upon which the intervenors rely (see p. 6, _ supra ) was

intended to convey the thought that mussels can survive

sedimentation levels up to one inch -- that statement is
! But, given thenot entirely clear in that' respect.

applicant's representation that the dredging activities
will not produce a deposition of sediment on the mussel bed

"even approaching" 1/4 inch in thickness, it occurs to us

that the adoption of intervenors' proposed standard might

accommodate the interests of all concerned. Of perhaps

greater importance, it might also provide still further
assurance that the legislative mandate embodied in Section 7

of the Endangered Species Act has been and will continue to

be satisfied in full measure.

21/ The applicant further suggests (Br. p. 6) that the
application of the results of the Ellis research to
mussels in the Cumberland River is a complex matter.
More specifically, we are informed that:

During high flow, the river current and a
natural eddy created by the river bottom
topography sweep the bed of most deposited
materials (tr. 6382-85; Exhibit 2 to Ap-
plicant's motion for summary disposition
at 15). Consequently, sediment deposited
on the mussel bed during low flows may not
remain there for periods comparable to the
yearlong study reported in the paper cited
in response to interrogatory 1(d) .
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The applicant and the staff are requested to file supple-

mental memoranda on this question within 21 days of the date

of this opinion. Should the intervenors' proposed standard

be deemed unacceptable, the reasons for its unacceptability

should be set forth in detail.

The Licensing Board's grant of summary disposition is

vacated; on the basis of the evidentiary record, the appli-

cant is granted judgment on the issue of operational effects

on the mussels; decision is deferred on the issue of the

!effects of construction activities.

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

Q. 04 A
\C. Je y Bishop

Secretary to the
Appcal Board

22 / Needless to say, the action we take today should not be
--

construed as a disapproval of the agreed-upon monitoring
plan, as modified in one limited respect by the Licensing
Board. See 8 NRC at 517. To the contrary, we endorse
the plan subject to possible furtner modification upon
our receipt and consideration of the supplemental memo-
randa which have been requested.
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